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Precious and Grace

Small Great Things

Helping Mr. Polopetsi with an entanglement in
a pyramid scheme and Charlie with a dubious
romance, an unassisted Precious Ramotswe
tackles the case of a young Canadian woman
who would find a long-lost acquaintance from
her Botswana childhood.

Hesitating to treat the newborn of a white
supremacist couple who has demanded that a
white nurse assist them, a black nurse is placed
on trial in the tragic aftermath and is aided by a
white public defender with whom she begins
questioning their beliefs as the case becomes
more racially charged.

by Alexander McCall Smith

by Jodi Picoult

When The M
Music's
usic's Ov
Over
er : an
Inspector Banks nov
novel
el

The Life She W
Wants
ants
by Robyn Carr

The case of a poet claiming she was assaulted
decades earlier by a revered public figure and the
murder of a girl found on a remote roadside
leads to an exploration of a more innocent time
and an unexpected suspect.

Shattered by her husband's financial crimes and
subsequent suicide, Emma is entreated by the
friend who betrayed her years earlier to return
home, where an uneasy reunion and the burden
of her husband's crimes challenge her efforts to
rebuild.

An Irish Country Lov
Lovee Story

The Obsidian Chamber

A romantic winter season in 1967 Ballybucklebo
finds its citizens discovering young and mature
love while flocking around their doctor, Fingal
Flahertie O'Reilly, whose longtime practice is
threatened by an unexpected turn of events.

The best-selling authors of Relic and The
Cabinet of Curiosities present a latest entry in
the series featuring Special Agent Pendergast.

Escape Clause

Presumption of Guilt

by Peter Robinson

by Douglas J Preston

by Patrick Taylor

by John Sandford

by Archer Mayor

Virgil Flowers' investigation into the theft of
two rare Siberian tigers from the Minnesota zoo
is complicated by a summer visit from his
girlfriend's sister, who aims to seduce him.

A skeleton found encased in a concrete slab at a
recently decommissioned nuclear energy site
solves a 40-year-old missing persons case but
opens up a murder investigation that is
complicated by mafia money, a shooting and an
abduction.

Coffin Road

Long W
Way
ay Gone

In the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, homicide
detective George Gunn investigates three
mysterious, interconnected crimes.

Having lost everything he stole from his father
before being framed for a crime and injured in
ways that make his music career impossible,
Cooper quietly returns home to seek forgiveness
and reconciliation by using his gifts to help
others.

by Charles Martin

by Peter May
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